
7 Secret Strategies 
to Pinterest 
Business



What is 
Pinterest?

Pinterest is the visual search engine for every shopper. It is a 
popular inspirational hub for GenZ with more than 400 
million monthly active pinners.

But most users use Pinterest for flaunting lifestyles and 
sharing their aesthetic tastes with the world. Be it home 
decor, latest trends, recipes, infographics, tips, Pinterest has 
it all.

Now, Pinterest might seem overwhelming at first sight. But 
once you get the hang of it, you will relish its luxury.

Like other social media, it is also an image and video sharing 
platform, but these get pinned to boards of different 
categories. You can either pin your creative ideas onto 
personal boards or contribute to the existing ones.



Benefits of 
using 
Pinterest for 
business

It is time to burst a popular Pinterest 
business myth. Despite the exceeding 
popularity of Pinterest among females, it 
is an excellent platform for converting 
audiences of varying demographics.

So no matter who your audience is, you 
can rest assured of their presence on 
Pinterest.
Here are some benefits that you can avail 
of by using Pinterest for business.



1. Pinterest trend predictions



Pinterest 
predictions for 2021

https://business.pinterest.com/content/pinterest-predicts/


2. Spike in 
website 
traffic

A 2016 tweak in the Pinterest algorithm was the topic of great speculation. 
Pinterest prioritized pins that redirected to valuable blog posts and 
resourceful sites. Aesthetic images with little value-adding redirection went 
down.

Now I don’t need you to ponder on blog benefits. Most of the businesses do 
have blogs, and you might have one too.

But if you couple them with Pinterest exposure, you can double your website 
traffic by garnering massive traction and improved click-through rates.

The same goes for your online sales. You can display your merchandise and 
products on Pinterest for others to make quick purchases from your website.

Another reason why pins are robust is because of their longevity. Pins last for 
a week, while tweets’ lifespan is most useful for a few minutes. They are 
frequently indexed in search engines which make your pins easy to discover.



pin’s 

worth

https://neilpatel.com/blog/ultimate-pinterest-marketing-guide/


3. Pinterest 
Analytics





4. Reach that converts





How to create a Pinterest business account?
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2. SEO magic in description



3. Play the pin-repin game



4. Optimizing boards for more 
pinners



5. Investing time in engagement

SocialPilot

https://www.socialpilot.co/






7. Grow more with Pin Codes and Pinterest 
Tag



https://meetings.hubspot.com/info789

